
ACROSS
1. personal identity
7. state of growing to maturity
16. brown __ for lunch
18. to wave incense
19. fund as a scholarship
21. the smitten’s brew
25. a kennedy
26. related to the dawn,
      from Greek eos
27. causes sick-days
28. means “serving no 
      practical purpose” or 
     “being at leisure”
29. A or B, as personalities
30. indicates the source
32. film critic
33. bucks too big for your 
      wallet
35. ___-for-profit
38. fit for a king
40. “murphy” of shrek
43. crown or garland
46. deferred consumption
48. kind of party
49. financial freedom,
      if well funded
51.__life and __night
52. yacht spot
54. I love you __ much!
55. base for plaster
56. “The Last Supper,” e.g.
57. the rule of asset allocation
62. green eur. nation
63. rep. in court
64. __ hatter
65. fanning in the movies
66. financial egg
68. vague quantity
72. type of dirty campaign
73. one of two certain things
74. aristocracy
76. william booth’s corp.
77. certificates of
      corporate ownership
78. org. with baggage
79. chatterbox
80. what’s more
83. opposite of flow
85. highest corp. officer
87. music’s basic parts 
90. a name or an acct.
92. bygone daily MTV 
      series, informally

94. study of electricity, 
      abbrev.
95. british version of inc.
96. valuable source of
      phospate, sounds like 
      a natural desire for food
98. place to gambol
99. revered celebrities
101. decree simplifying 
        the income tax
104. wax security systems
106. powerless
107. get __ of, throw out
108. __ allen furniture
109. budgeting food?

DOWN
1. mo. for opals
2. miss-named?
3. prefix that means “within”
4. half of FICA, abbrev.
5. charged swimmer
6. not quite fee-only
7. month of purim feast
8. prohibition
9. painful interjection
10. turned sharply
11. symbol of cobalt
12. to conjure memories
13. means “has profit gain” or 
      are used to catch fish
14. cbs crime drama
15. multiple poems 
     around one epic theme,
     from Greek for “voice”
16. slang for “the essential”
     or for “net income”
17. one, no matter which
20. year-end tune
22. ex. Windows 7
23. two fivers?
24. our middle name
27. live this way or die
31. black after thanksgiving
32. require more than
      one basket
34. water funds?
36. underground riches
37. full range
39. half width of an em
41. our daily progress 
      columnist

42. our city's elite
      (we won this award!)
43. one-hundred one
44. most at hand
45. poker fees
47. temperance, e.g.
48. the period a bond 
      remains outstanding
50. get __ __
53. a person who assists 
      another
56. sphinx’s answer
58. gaelic for a saxon, 
      modern day derogatory 
      term for an English 
      person
59. shop convenience
60. twice size of TX
61. o of cheerios
67. gallivant
68. “we bring wall __
      to main __”, abbrev.
69. one with foresight
70. the first possessive
71. archaic word for hag,
      ironically sounds like 
      “beautiful lady” in 
      French
74. welcome
75. pencil, late in life
79. type of chore list
80. highest credit rating
81. bee’s defense
82. sea world attraction
84. a market of mostly selling
86. mutual fund traded 
      on stock market
88. 7th note of a major scale
89. type of early business
      money
91. musical interval
93. toss-up?
97. nonverbal touch of 
      support
100. 1876 esta. US baseball
102. eleven
103. car path, abbrev.
105. technology’s false
        smarts?, abbrev.
106. international org. based 
        in NYC

Get the solution to this crossword puzzle at:
http://www.marottaonmoney.com/puzzle/
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